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authorized person can read what was actually written, the
cryptography played a major role during world war п [1]. The
characteristics of cryptographic methods are transformation
type, keys number and processing mechanism[2].

Abstract
In this paper, the goal of proposed method is to protect data
against different types of attacks by unauthorized parties. The
basic idea of proposed method is generating a private key
from a specific features of digital color image such as color
(Red, Green and Blue); the generating process of private key
from colors of digital color image performed via the
computing process of color frequencies for blue color of an
image then computing the maximum frequency of blue color,
multiplying it by its number and adding process will
performed to produce a generated key. After that the private
key is generated, must be converting it into the binary
representation form. The generated key is extracted from blue
color of keyed image then we selects a cover that is digital
color image for hiding a text in that selected cover for testing
a proposed method of generating the private key. The hiding
algorithm used is least significant bit (LSB). Finally, the
generated key is tested by hiding process and changing the
extension of image, after that notice the generated key is not
changed or modified. the Matlap language is used to design
and implement a proposed method.

The various complex transformations are used by some
cryptography methods. These methods uses different
operations such as permutations and substitutions processes to
produce an encrypted or secret text from the plaintext. There
are two types of cryptographic methods, the first type is
symmetric key methods that uses the same key in encryption
and decryption operations, the second type is asymmetric key
or public key methods that uses different keys in encryption
and decryption operations and the key used in decryption
operation cannot derived from the key used in encryption
operation. The popular examples of symmetric key methods
are DES and Rijndael algorithms [3], while the popular
example of asymmetric key or public key methods is RSA
algorithm and its strength comes from the difficulty that is too
complex to factor chosen large prime numbers [4]. Basically
the manner type of dealing with the plaintext by encryption
methods is divided into two manners, the first manner is
stream cipher and the second manner is block cipher. These
methods are similar excepting the amount of inputted data for
each encryption operation at a time in each passing
process[5]. The one way ciphering is a special type of
cryptography, this type of encryption considered as an
irreversible ciphering process.

Keywords: Private Key, Data Encryption, Digital Iimage,
Image Feature.

INTRODUCTION
In our world today, with the open networks to transmit data
therefore, the encryption becomes more important for many
persons and parties to protect its individual data. There many
scientific researches produced in this field to present strong
cipher methods then increasing security of data. Since the
encryption is the science that use mathematics foundations to
encrypt and decrypt data, the improvement of encryption
methods generally was either via development the foundations
of mathematics models for encryption or development the
private and public keys generating process of symmetric and
asymmetric cipher methods.

The secret message or plaintext cannot extracted or recovered
from the encrypted text. In UNIX systems, all passwords are
encrypted using an irreversible or a one way ciphering
algorithm[3].

CRYPTOGRAPHIC KEYS
The various classes of keys are signing keys, authentication
keys, session keys, key encryption keys and root keys. the
digital signature is created by using the signing keys, for any
authentication process between computers and others
computers or an individual users and computers, an
authentication keys are used for this purpose. For a short time,
to encipher a secure channel via the networking environment
the session keys are used, for any application wants sending a

CRYPPTOGRAPHY
Cryptography is the process or skill that transforms
information in such a way that no one other than the
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key to another, the is ciphered with another key and these
keys are called KEK. Finally, the root keys are used for
signing all keys that originate from an authoritative source[6].
Generally, the cryptographic algorithms are divided into three
classes, the first class is the transformation type from plaintext
to cipher text[7]. The second class is the keys used in
ciphering and deciphering processes, if ciphering and
deciphering processes use the same key then the
cryptographic algorithm is called symmetric, while both use
the different key the cryptographic algorithm is called
asymmetric[8]. The third class is the type of processing for
plaintext, the processing type plaintext can be classified into
types that are stream and block cipher[9]. there are two types
of cryptographic algorithms, the first type is symmetric-key
algorithms and the second type is public key algorithms. An
algorithms with symmetric key uses the key in a series of
rounds. An examples of symmetric-key algorithms are Triple
DES and Rijndael(AES)[10]. In public-key algorithms, there
two different keys are used for encryption and decryption
processes. the second key that used in decryption process
cannot be derived from the first key that used in encryption
process. RSA is an example on public-key algorithms[11].

In an active case, the warden can modify messages between
sender and receiver. There are two actions the warden can
take: disabling the hidden message which would amount to
DoS attack; and message forging which receiver would believe
as genuine message coming from sender.
A steganography security system is considered as a special
case of a cipher system where secret message, cover,
embedding algorithm, extraction algorithm and optional key
interplay [15]. A generic example of stego-system is shown in
Figure (2).

Figure 2: A generic (shared-key) system for steganography
using cover synthesis

A stego-system is called as a ‘steganography by cover
synthesis’, where the stego-encoder (embedding/encryption)
algorithm synthesizes an innocuous cover that must not be
related to the secret message [15]. Stego-systems that perform
cover synthesis are few, since cover synthesis is considered as
challenging. by taking an innocuous cover, key and the
message to be embedded into the cover leads to avoid this
challenge with steganography by modification as shown in
Figure (3).

STEGANOGHRAPHY
With expending influence of information technology and
communications infrastructure, people want to securely
communicate among secure parties. New developments in
science and technology are helping foster that cause [12].
Thus, information hiding and algorithms employed to protect
data become more of interest to individuals and organizations
alike [13]. In 1983, Simmons defined a steganography security
model as a cryptographic problem. the prisoners’ problem
represents that model. Where sender(Alice) and receiver (Bob)
as prisoners want to communicate for exchanging messages
between them, the Warden monitors communicated parties of
their correspondence. There are two variation types of
problem: active and passive warden [14]. In passive case, the
warden is permitted to review only but other actions such as
changing or modifying of messages are not permitted;
however, the block process of communications and alter
privilege levels or otherwise punish both sender and receiver
are permitted to the warden as shown in Figure (1).

Figure 3: A generic (shared-key) system for steganography
by cover modification
THE PROPOSED METHOD
The goal of this proposed method is generating a
cryptographic key by using digital color image which has
extension JPG via computing number of frequencies for three
colors of image that are red, green and blue by using
mathematic formula to compute frequencies for each one of
them in mathematic manner to construct the general frame for
generating process. In this paper, the proposed method
includes three basic phases that are initialization phase,
generating phase and testing phase. The testing phase has two
sub phases that are testing via hiding and testing via

Figure (1): Prisoners’ problem with passive warden
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extension. The testing phase is an important in this proposed
method to show all changes that possible happen since many
factors such as hiding a secret information in image and
exchanging an extension of image. finally, is generated key by
this proposed method changed or not since that factors. All
mathematical calculations of color frequencies for image are
applied by generating phase. Each one of these phases
performs a specific tasks that helps in process of
cryptographic key generating. Using feature of image such as
color for generating a cryptographic key to encrypt sensitive
information securely. Mathematical calculations of color
frequencies for image acts the core or basic idea of proposed
method. All of these phases are shown in Figure (4) and will
be explained in the next section in details.

Generating Phase
In this phase, an image that specified in an initialization phase
will be loaded and readed. After reading that image, the
frequencies of image colors (red, green and blue) for this
image will be computed. The (R-fre) represents the number of
red frequency in an image, The (G-fre) represents the number
of green frequency in an image and The (B-fre) represents the
number of blue frequency in an image. The maximum
frequency of each color of an image is computed. The (MAXR) represent the maximum frequency of red color in an image,
The (MAX-G) represent the maximum frequency of green
color in an image and The (MAX-B) represent the maximum
frequency of blue color in an image. For each color of them,
the maximum frequency will be multiplied by the number of
frequencies. The result of multiplying operation is the
cryptographic key that must converting it into binary
representation to use in encryption process. The generating of
the cryptographic key from digital color image is shown in
Figure (5) below:

Start

Initialization Phase

Start

Load Image

Generating Phase

Read Image

Testing Phase
Computing of Colors Frequencies
(R-fre, G-fre & B-fre)

Testing Via Hiding
Testing Via Extension

Computing the Maximum Frequency of
Colors (MAX-R,MAX-G & MAX-B)

End

Multiplying the Maximum Frequency With
Number of Frequencies For Each Color (MAXR * R-fre, MAX-G* G-fre & MAX-B* B-fre)

Figure 4: General flowchart of the proposed method

Initialization Phase
This phase is considered as preprocessing process for
generating a cryptographic key. In this phase, there are
three main steps as shown below:
i.
Specify digital color image that used to generate the
cryptographic key from its features such as color (red,
green and blue) and the specified image must has JPG
extension.
ii. Specify an image that used as cover or host for hiding
process, the specified cover or host image must be
color.
iii. Specify the text that considered as secret information to
embed it in a cover or host image that specified in the
above step and convert selected text into binary form.

Generated Key = [( MAX-R * R-fre)+( MAX-G*
G-fre)+( MAX-B* B-fre)]

Converting the Generated Key from an Integer
into Binary

End

Figure 5: General flowchart of the generating phase
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as shown in table (1). In this work, the original image has
extension JPG. But in this step, the original image will
transformed into five types of extensions. For each one of
those extensions will notice what possible changes that can be
happen, this step is shown in the figure (7) below:

Testing Phase
In this phase, there are two steps for testing as shown below:
i- testing via hiding ii- testing via extension. Each one of them
will discuss in detail below:
i- Testing via Hiding: the goal is verifying a generated
cryptographic key cannot change or modified. this goal
performed by using hiding operation. In this work, the
specified text in an initialization phase will be hide in an
image as cover after applying XORing operation between the
generated cryptographic key and text. Finally, recounting
colors frequencies of an image after hiding operation to check
if the generated cryptographic key is changed or not? This
step is shown in Figure (6) below:

Start

Load an original image (JPG)

Read an original image (JPG)
Start

Load Image as cover
Transforming an original image into following
types of extensions:

Load Text
Load Generated Key

Read Image
JPEG
Read Text

BMP,
PNG,TIF
& TIFF

Read Generated Key

Converting Generated Key and Text into
binary

Color Frequencies are changed

Apply XOR between Generated Key and
Text

Color Frequencies are not
changed

Apply Hiding Algorithm
(LSB)
Recounting colors
frequencies

If
generated
key is
changed?

Evaluating Process

Using selected image for key
generating

yes
Ignor
e
Generate New
Key

End

No

Figure 7: General flowchart of the testing via extension
End

Figure 6: General flowchart of the testing via hiding

ii- Testing via Extension: the goal of this step is showing if
color frequencies of an image are modified or not when the
type of extension is transformed into another type of extension
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Table 1: Testing via image extensions
Image Type

Color Image

Gray Image

BMP

Not Changed

Not Changed

PNG

Not Changed

Not Changed

TIF

Not Changed

Not Changed

TIFF

Not Changed

Not Changed

JPEG

Changed

Changed

JPG

Original Img.

Changed

first form is an integer and the second form is binary form. All
parts of this window are illustrated in Figure (9). The
preprocessing and converting processes are included in this
part.

IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
When the proposed method for generating a private key from
digital color image by using its feature is implemented, the
general window of our is illustrated in Figure(8). Via
implementation of proposed method practically, set of sub
phases are mixed and performed in summarized manner in
main menu. All basic and sub phases are divided into three
main part as shown in Figure (8). The general window of
proposed method is consist of three main parts that are: key
generation (Key Gen.) part, hiding process part and showing
process part. Each part of them will be explained with detail
in the following.

Figure 9: Key generation window

ii.Hiding Process Menu: this window consists of four parts
that are cover image selecting, loading of generated key, text
selecting and hiding operation. The main purpose of using
hiding process in this proposed method is for testing a
generated key by previous part, this process important for
showing if a generated key is changed or not. Hiding process
uses least significant bit (LSB) algorithm to hide secret
information in positions of cover or host image that
considered as least significant bit positions. The selected text
that is as secret information must convert into binary form via
this part. This window is illustrated in Figure (10).

Figure 8: General main window of proposed method

i. Key Generation Window: this window contains six parts
that are image selecting, feature extraction, colors frequencies
computing, maximum frequency computing, multiplication
operation and addition operation parts. The first part is image
selecting, which includes loading an image that used to extract
required feature from it, The selected image is must be color.
The required feature from loaded image will extracted via the
second part of this window, the extracted feature is the colors
of selected image such as red, green and blue.. After feature
extraction, the colors frequencies will be computed via the
third part of this window. The fourth part includes computing
the maximum frequency for all colors of selected image.
Finally, the multiplication and addition operations will
performed to generate a cryptographic key via the fifth and
sixth parts. The generated key is displayed in two forms, the

Figure 10: Hiding process window

iii.Showing Process Window: this window consists of two
parts that are embedded image part and generated key part.
The secret information that embedded in cover or host
selected image by hiding process is extracted. After extraction
process, the testing process is performed to show changing of
a generated cryptographic key via recalculation color
frequencies and determine range of differences between them
before and after hiding process on cover image. The final
result of testing process is no change on a generated
cryptographic key by key generation process, this leads to fact
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that a generated cryptographic key is robust. The encryption
process that uses a generated cryptographic key by this
proposed method is useful and good. Therefore, using this
generated cryptographic key by the proposed method
in
cryptography system increases the security and complexity,
then this made mission of attackers more difficult. This
window is illustrated in Figure (11).

7) Using watermark technique for testing a generated
cryptographic key by involving watermark in cover
image then assessment quality of it to show contrast
between original and extracted watermarks by using NC,
PSNR and MSE as quality metrics.
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